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In this paper we study generalized linear singular delay systems. Such a system is
reduced to a suitable homogeneous one. Using the Kronecker canonical form, the
latter is decomposed into five subsystems, whose solutions are obtained. Moreover,
the form of the initial function is given, so that the corresponding initial value
problem is considered. Q 2000 Academic Press
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0. INTRODUCTION
In many applications, one assumes that the system under consideration
is governed by a principle of causality which intuitively requires that the
cause precedes the effect; that is, the future state of the system is
independent of the past states, and is determined solely by the present. If
it is also assumed that the system is governed by an equation involving the
state and rate of change of the state, then, generally, one is considering
either ordinary or partial differential equations. However, under closer
scrutiny, it becomes apparent that the principle of causality is often only a
first approximation to the true situation, and that a more realistic model
would include some of the past states of the system. Also, in some
problems it is meaningless not to have dependence on the past. This has
been known for some time, but the theory of such systems has been
extensively developed only recently.
To the best of our knowledge, even in the case of the simplest type of
Žpast dependence in a differential equation i.e., when this dependence is
.through the state variable and not its derivative , generalized systems have
not been studied by the matrix pencil theory approach.
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This approach has been extensively used in control theory for the study
of generalized linear time-invariant dynamical systems without delay. The
first systematic study of matrix pencil theory is included in the book by
w xGantmacher 6 . Many researchers have implemented matrix pencil theory
in their algebrogeometric consideration of a variety of problems. Closer to
w x w xour spirit, we refer to the work of Campbell 2 , Karcanias and Hayton 10 ,
w x w xVan Dooren 5 , and Kalogeropoulos 9 .
w xThe present paper may be considered as a continuation of 12 , treating
the case of generalized singular delay systems. It is organized as follows: in
Section 1 are presented the necessary preliminary concepts from matrix
pencil theory. Section 2 contains a brief account of the required elements
of the theory of systems of linear delay differential equations. In Section 3
are developed the main results of this work. We start by observing that the
study of a generalized linear singular delay system of the form
Ex t s Ax t y r q Bu t , t ) t , r ) 0, 0.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ 0
n=n n=l Ž . Žw ..where E, A g C , B g C l F n , u g C t , ‘ , may be reduced to0
studying an autonomous generalized linear delay system of the form
F x t s Gx t y r 0.2Ž . Ž . Ž .˙
under the assumption, usual in control theory, that rank B s l . When
Ž .sF y G is a singular pencil the system 0.2 is transformed, using the
complex Kronecker form canonical decomposition of the pencil sF y G,
into five easily solved subsystems. This procedure also suggests the form
Ž .that the initial function should have, so that the corresponding 0.1 initial
value problem admits a solution.
1. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS FROM MATRIX
PENCIL THEORY
Generalized linear systems of the form
Ex t s Ax t q Bu t , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙
where E, A g C n=n, B g C n= l are constant matrices, with det E s 0, and
Ž . nthe input function u t g C is a vector function of a real variable t in
time which is assumed to be sufficiently differentiable, are related to
matrix pencil theory, since the algebraic, geometric, and dynamic proper-
ties stem from the structure by the associated pencil sE y A.
Through this paper we shall adopt the following notation: R, C denote
the field of real numbers and complex numbers, respectively. N is the set
of natural numbers.
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If F is a field, F m= n denotes the set of m = n matrices with elements
from F.
m= n Ž m= n.DEFINITION 1.1. Given F, G g R or C , and an indeterminate
s, then the matrix pencil sF y G is said singular when m / n or m s n
Ž .with det sF y G identically zero.
DEFINITION 1.2. The pencil sF y G is said to be strictly equi¤alent to
Ž .the pencil sF y G if and only if P sF y G Q s sF y G , where P g1 1 1 1
C m= m, Q g C n=n, and det P, det Q / 0.
This strict equivalence relation can be defined rigorously on the set of
singular pencils, denoted by Ls , as follows: We consider the setm , n
g [ P , Q : P g C m= m , Q g C n=n , det P , det Q / 0 1.2 4Ž . Ž .
and a composition rule ) defined on g as follows:
) : g = g “ g : P , Q , P , Q “ P , Q ) P , QŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
[ P ? P , Q ? Q . 1.3Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1
Ž .It may readily be verified that g, ) forms a non-abelian group. Further-
Ž . smore, an action ( of the group g, ) on the set L is defined bym , n
( : g = Ls “ Ls : P , Q , sF y G “ P , Q ( sF y GŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .m , n m , N
[ P sF y G Q. 1.4Ž . Ž .
This group has the following properties:
Ž . Ž . wŽ . Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž .a P , Q ( P , Q ( sF y G s P , Q ) P , Q ( sF y G ,1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
for every P , P g C m= m, Q , Q g C n=n, det P , det P , det Q , det Q /1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0, and sF y G g Ls .m , n
Ž . Ž . s Ž .b e ( sF y G s sF y G, sF y G g L , where e s I , I isg m , n g m n
Ž . Ž .the identity element of the group g, ) . This action ( of the group g, )
s Ž w x.on the set L defines a transformation group denoted by M see 13 .m , n
s Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For sF y G g L , the subset g ( sF y G [ P, Q ( sF y G : P, Qm , n
4 sg g : L will be called the strict-equivalence relation and it is denotedm , n
by E , sos
sF y G E sF y G if and only if P sF y G Q s sF y G ,Ž . Ž . Ž .s 1 1 1 1
where P g C m= m, Q g C n=n det P, det Q / 0.
Ž .The class E sF y G is characterized by a uniquely defined element,s
w xknown as the complex Kronecker canonical form sF y G 6 , specified byk k
Ž .the complete set of invariants of E sF y G .s
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Unlike the case of regular pencils, however, the characterization of the
Ž . sE sF y G , sF y G g L apart from the set of elementary divisorss m , n
requires the definition of additional sets of invariants, the minimal indices.
Ž .  4Thus assume that m / n and that r s rank sF y G - min m, n ,R Ž s.
Ž .where R s denotes the field of rational functions in s, having real
Ž Ž .coefficients. The notation of rank sF y G has nothing to do with that of
Ž . Ž .past dependence through the state variable in 0.1 and 0.2 . It is simply a
.coincidence.
Then the equations
sF y G x s s 0, c t s sF y G s 0 t 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .have solutions in x s and c s , which are vectors in the rational vector
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .spaces N s s N sF y G and N s s N sF y G , respectively, wherer r l l
N s s x s g R n s : sF y G x s s 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r
and
N s s c s g R m s : c t s sF y G s 0 t . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Obviously N s and N s are vector spaces over R s , with dim N s s nr l r
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .y r and dim N s s m y r. It is known 14 that N s and N s , asl r l
 Ž .rational vector spaces, are spanned by minimal polynomial bases x s ,i
4  tŽ . 4i s 1, 2, . . . , n y r and c s , j s 1, 2, . . . , m y r , correspondingly, ofj
 4minimal degrees n s n s ??? s n s 0 - n F n F ??? F n1 2 g gq1 gq2 nyr
 4and r s r s ??? s r s 0 - r F r F ??? F r , respectively.1 2 h hq1 hq2 myr
 4  4The sets of minimal degrees n , 1 F i F n y r and r , 1 F j F m y ri j
w x Ž .are known 6 as column minimal indices c.m.i. and row minimal indices
Ž . Ž .  4r.m.i. of sF y G, respectively. If r s rank sF y G - min m, n it isR Ž s.
evident that
nyr myr
r s n q r q rank sF y G ,Ž .Ý Ýi j R Ž s. w w
isgq1 jshq1
w xwhere sF y G is the complex Weierstrass canonical form 6 , specifiedw w
Ž .by the set of elementary divisors e.d. obtained by factorizing uniquely the
Ž . w x Žinvariant polynomials f s, s over R s, s the ring of polynomials in s andˆ ˆi
.s s 1rs with real coefficients , which are the non-zero elements of theˆ
diagonal of Smith canonical form of the homogeneous pencil sF y sG,ˆ
into powers of homogeneous polynomials irreducible over C. These are of
the following type:
td qs , s and s y a , a / 0, d, q , t g N.Ž .ˆ
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Let us consider that along with rank inequality we define the following
types of invariants of sF y G:
v
d Ž .e.d. of the type s , d g N, are said zero elementary divisors z.e.d. .
v
tŽ .e.d. of the type s y a , a / 0, t g N, are said non-zero finite
Ž .elementary divisors nz. f.e.d. .
v
q Ž .e.d. of the type s are said infinite elementary divisors i.e.d. .ˆ
v  4c.m.i. of the type n g N j 0 are said column minimal indices
Ž .c.m.i. deduced from the column degrees of minimal polynomial bases of
Ž . Ž .the maximal submodule M embedded in N s with a free R s -moduleN r
structure.
v  4 Ž .r.m.i. of the type r g N j 0 are said row minimal indices r.m.i.
deduced from the row degrees of minimal polynomial bases of the maximal
Ž . Ž . Žsubmodule M embedded in N s with a free R s -module structure seeN l
w x w x.9 , 14 .
The complex Kronecker form sF y G of the singular pencil sF y G isk k
defined
sF y G [ block diag O , sL y l , sLt y lt , sI y J , sH y I , 4k k h , g n n r r t t q q
 4  4where O is uniquely defined by the sets 0, 0, . . . , 0 and 0, 0, . . . , 0 ofh, g ^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
g h
zero, column, and row minimal indices, respectively.
Also the second normal block sL y l is uniquely defined by the set ofn n
Žnon-zero column minimal indices a new arrangement of the indices of n
.  4must be noted in order to simplify the notation n F n F ??? F n1 2 nyryg
of sF y G and has the form
sL y l s block diag sL y l , . . . , sL y l , . . . , sL y l , 4n n n n n n n n1 1 i i ny ryg ny ryg
w x w xwhere L s I B0 , l s 0B I for every i s 1, 2, . . . , n y r y g, and In n n n ni i i i i
and 0 denote the n = n identity matrix and the zero column matrix,i i
respectively.
The third normal block sLt y lt is uniquely determined by the set ofr r
Žnon-zero row minimal indices a new arrangement of the indices of r must
.  4also be noted in order to simplify the notation r F r F ??? F r1 2 myryh
of sF y G and has the form
sLt y lt s block diag sLt y lt , . . . , sLt y lt , . . . , sLt y lt ,½ 5r r r r r r r r1 1 j j my ryh my ryh
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where
tI 0r j . . .t t. . .L s , l s ,r rj j It r j0
for every j s 1, 2, . . . , m y r y h, and I and 0 denote the r = r identityr j jj
matrix and the zero row matrix, respectively.
The fourth normal Jordan type block sI y J is uniquely defined byt t
Ž .t1 Ž .t k Ž .tn4 Ž n .the set of f.e.d. s y a , . . . , s y a , . . . , s y a Ý t s t of1 k n ks1 k
sF y G and has the form




. .. .J a sŽ .t kk . .
O a 1k
ak
is the t = t Jordan block at a .k k k
Also the q block of the last normal block sH y I is uniquely deter-q q
Ž .q1 Ž .ql Ž .qs 4 Ž smined by the set of i.e.d. s , . . . , s , . . . , s Ý q s q, q F qˆ ˆ ˆ ls1 l 1 2
.F ??? F q of sF y G associated with the blocks sH y I , . . . , sH ys q q q1 1 l
I , . . . , sH y I . Then sH y I s block diag sH y I , . . . , sH yq q q q q q q ql s s 1 1 l
4 I , . . . , sH y I , and H is a nilpotent matrix of index q* s max q : lq q q q ll s s
4 Ž .s 1, 2, . . . , s s q , where H s J 0 .s q ql l
The results of Section 1 are clarified by the following example:
EXAMPLE. Suppose that the matrix pencil sF y G g Ls has the10, 11
following set of invariants:
v
2Ž .f.e.d: s y 1 ,
v
2Ž .i.e.d: s ,ˆ
v c.m.i: 0, 0, 2,
v r.m.i: 0, 2.
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To each of these invariants, the corresponding block of the Kronecker
canonical form is
2 2s y 1 “ sI y J 1 , s “ sH y IŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ2 2 2 2
w x0, 0 c.m.i and 0 r.m.i “ O s 0 01, 2
2 c.m.i “ sL y l2 2
1 0 B 0 0 B 1 0 s y1 B 0
s s y s
0 1 B 0 0 B 0 1 0 s B y1
1 0 0 0 s 0
0 1 ??? ??? y1 st t2 r.m.i “ sL y l s s y s .2 2 ??? ??? 1 0 ??? ???
0 0 0 1 0 y1
Therefore we have
sF y Gk k
O1, 2
sL y l2 2
t tsL y ls 2 2
sI y Jtt





y1 ss ,0 y1
s y 1 y1




s y 1 y1
0 s y 1
sF y G s .w w y1 s
0 y1
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2. SYSTEMS OF LINEAR DELAY DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS
In this section we present in brevity the necessary main elements of the
theory of systems of linear delay differential equations. The main result is
THEOREM 2.1. Consider the system
x t s Ax t y r q f t t ) t , r ) 0 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ 0
and the initial condition
x t s f t , t y r F t F t . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
n=n Žw .. Žw x.Let A g C , f g C t , ‘ , f g C t y r, t . Then there exists a unique0 0 0
function
w 1x g C t y r , ‘ l C t , ‘. Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž .that satisfies 2.1 , 2.2 .
Ž . w xRemark 2.1. 1 The proof may be found in 1, 3, 8 .
Ž .2 The function
det lI y AeyltŽ .
Ž .is called the characteristic quasipolynomial of 2.1 , while the equation
det lI y Aeylt s 0 2.3Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .is called the characteristic equation of 2.1 . In general, 2.3 has infinitely
many complex solutions l.
Ž .3 The superposition principle is valid; it extends to the case of a
series of solutions provided it converges and admits term-by-term differen-
tiation.
Ž . Ž .4 Let 2.1 be written in the form
Lx s f 2.4Ž .
and let x be a solution. Then Re x and Im x are solutions of the equations
Lx s Re f and Lx s Im f,
respectively.
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Ž . Ž .5 To every root l of 2.3 there corresponds a particular solutionj
of the form
Ž . l j ta l : simple real root “ ej
Ž . Ž . pj t p j tb l : complex root l s p " iq “ e sin q t, e cos q tj j j j j j
Ž . l j t l j t a jy1 l j tc l : real root of multiplicity a “ e , te , . . . , t ej j
Ž .6 For a detailed study of the characteristic quasipolynomial, and
Ž . w xthe form of the solutions of 2.1 , we refer to 1, 4 .
Ž .Remark 2.2. In our case, all roots l of 2.3 have negative real parts.
w xTherefore, by 3, Sect. 28, Theorem B , if f is bounded, then the solution
Ž . Ž .4of 2.1 , 2.2 is bounded too.
w xRemark 2.3. We also have 3, 8 the variation of parameters method;
w xlet u be the unit step function on yr, 0
0, yr F u - 0u u [Ž . ½ 1, u G 0.
Ž . Ž .Let, moreover, x t; t , f be the unique solution of the homogeneous0 0
problem
x t s Ax t y r , t ) tŽ . Ž .˙ 0
2.5Ž .
x t s f t , t y r F t F t ,Ž . Ž . 0 0
Žw x.with f g C t y r, t .0 0
Žw .. Ž . Ž .4Then, for f g C t , ‘ , the non-homogeneous system 2.1 , 2.2 has a0
Ž .unique solution x t given by
t
x t s x t ; t , f q x t ; s, f s u ds, t G t y r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H0 0 0 0
t0
Ž .Remark 2.4. 1 As far as the form of solutions is concerned, we refer
w xto 1, Theorems 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6.
Ž . w x2 The asymptotic behavior of solutions is studied in 1, 8 .
3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we deal with the initial value problem for generalized
linear singular delay systems. These are systems of the form
Ex t s Ax t y r q Bu t , t ) t , r ) 0 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ 0
x t s f t , t y r F t F t , 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
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where E, A g C n=n, B g C n= l, the matrix pencil sE y A is supposed to
Žw x. Žw x.be regular, u g C t , ‘ , and f g C t y r, t .0 0 0
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. The system 3.1 may be represented as an autonomous
generalized linear delay system, i.e., in the form
F x t s Gx t y r . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .˙
Proof. Assume that rank B s l - n, and let N g CŽnyl .=n, M g C l=n
be a left-annihilator and a left-inverse of B, respectively:
NB s O , MB s I .ny l , l l
Then, if we set
N
n=nL s g C , 3.4Ž .???
M
w xwe have 11 that det L / 0.
Ž . Ž .Premultiplying 3.1 by L, we obtain the following, equivalent to 3.1 ,
equations
NEx t s NAx t y r 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .˙
u t s M Ex t y Ax t y r . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly, 3.5 is of the form 3.3 . Moreover, for any solution x t of 3.5 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .the corresponding u t that generates x t is given by 3.6 .
Ž .Remark 3.1. An alternative approach for treating 3.1 is suggested by
Remark 2.3, provided the solution of the corresponding homogeneous
delay system is known.
In view of Lemma 3.1, we consider in the sequel systems of the form
Ž .3.3 , where the corresponding matrix pencil sF y G is singular.
From the singularity of sF y G, there exist non-singular matrices P g
m= m n=n Ž .C , Q g C such that see also Section 1
PFQ s F s block diag O , L , Lt , I , H 3.7Ž . 4k h , g n r t q
PGQ s block diag O , l , lt , J , I . 3.8Ž . 4h , g n r t q
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. The system 3.3 may be decomposed in the equi¤alent set
of subsystems
O w t s O w t y r 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .˙h , g g h , g g
L w t s l w t y r 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .˙n n n n
Lt w t s lt w t y r 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .˙r r r r
w t s J w t y r 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž .˙t t t
H w t s w t y r 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .˙q q q
Ž .under a suitable transformation of x t .
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Proof. Consider the transformation
x t s Qc t . 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Under 3.14 , system 3.3 becomes
˙FQc t s GQc t y r ,Ž . Ž .
whereby, premultiplying by P, we arrive at
˙F c t s G c t y r . 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
Ž . w t Ž . t Ž . t Ž . t Ž . t Ž .xtBy writing c t s w t , w t , w t , w t , w t and taking into ac-g n r t q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .count 3.7 and 3.8 , we arrive at 3.9 ] 3.13 .
In the sequel we study the initial value problems corresponding to the
Ž . Ž . Ž .subsystems 3.9 ] 3.13 taking into account that f t is written as
tt t t t tf t s f t , f t , f t , f t , f t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g n r t q
PROPOSITION 3.1. The initial ¤alue problem
O w t s O w t y r , t ) t , r ) 0Ž . Ž .˙h , g g h , g g 0
3.9.1Ž .
w t s f t , t y r F t F tŽ . Ž .g g 0 0
Žw x.is satisfied for any initial column ¤ector function f g C t y r, t of gg 0 0
coordinates.
Proof. The proof is obvious from the fact that left factors of w and w˙ g g
are the h = g zero matrices.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let n g N be a non-zero column minimal index of thei
pencil sF y G g Ls . Moreo¤er, let the corresponding typical initial ¤aluem , n
Ž .problem from 3.10 be
L w t s l w t y r , t ) t , r ) 0Ž . Ž .˙n n q1 n n q1 0i i i i
3.10.1Ž .
w t s f t , t y r F t F t ,Ž . Ž .n q1 n q1 0 0i i
with index i taking a ¤alue between 1 and n y r y g.
Ž . w Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .xtIf w t [ w t w t ??? w t w t andn q1 1 2 n n q1i i i
t
f t [ f t f t ??? f t f t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n q1 1 2 n n q1i i i
w .an initial function are considered, where w : t , ‘ “ R is an arbitraryn q1 0iw .n -times integrable function o¤er t , ‘ withi 0
t
t t t
w t s ??? w s ds ??? w s ds w tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hn q1 n q1 n q1 n q1i i i i
t t t0 0 0^ ‘ _
n i
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Ž . Žw x.and f , f t , . . . , f , f g C t y r, t such that1 2 n n q1 0 0i i
w t , t ) tŽ .n q1 0i
w t [Ž .n q1i ½ f t , t y r F t F t ,Ž .n q1 0 0i
Ž . w Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .xtwith w t [ w t w t ??? w t w t and w , w , . . . , w , wn q1 1 2 n n q1 1 2 n n q1i i i i i
Žw x.g C t y r, ‘ , then w satisfies the initial ¤alue problem0 n q1i
L w t s l w t y r , t ) tŽ . Ž .˙n n q1 n n q1 0i i i i
3.10.2Ž .
w t s f t , t y r F t F t .Ž . Ž .n q1 n q1 0 0i i
Proof. By the definition of L and l it follows that the first of systemn ni i
Ž .3.10.2 can be written as
w t w t y rŽ . Ž .˙1 1
. .. .. .I 0 0 I. .s ,n ni i. .. .
w t w t y rŽ . Ž .n˙ q1 n q1i i
which is equivalent to
w t w t y rŽ . Ž .˙1 2
. .. .s . 3.10.3Ž .. .
w t w t y rŽ . Ž .n˙ n q1i i
Ž .Such a system is always consistent. If we take w t to be an arbitraryn q1i
n -times integrable function, then all w , k s 1, 2, . . . , n may be deter-i k i
Ž . Ž .mined by successive integrations of w t from 3.10.3 . It is then clearn q1i
Ž . Ž .that w t satisfies the initial value problem 3.10.2 .n q1i
Remark 3.2. Since the index i runs through all values from 1 up to
Ž . Ž .n y r y g, the subsystem 3.10 of 3.3 considered for the solution with
Ž . Ž .initial condition w t s f t , t y r F t F t , has the extended formn n 0 0
Ž .3.10.1 for every 1 F i F n y r y g. From the proof of Proposition 3.2 for
Ž .a specific value of i we take the solutions of 3.10 with initial condition
Ž . Ž .w t s f t , t y r F t F t .n n 0 0
So let n , n , . . . , n g N be all non-zero column minimal indices of1 2 nyryg
the pencil sF y G g Ls and the corresponding initial value problemm , n
L w t s l w t y r , t ) tŽ . Ž .˙n n n n 0
3.10.4Ž .
w t s f t , t y r F t F t .Ž . Ž .n n 0 0
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If it is denoted
. . .w t s w t ??? w t . w t ? ? ? w t . ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1 n q1 n q2 n qn q21 1 1 2. . .
. .w t ??? w t . ??? .Ž . Ž .n qn q ? ? ? qn qi n qn q ? ? ? qn qi1 2 iy1 1 2 i . .
t
w t ??? w tŽ . Ž .n qn q ? ? ? qn qnyryg n qn q ? ? ? qn qnyryg1 2 ny rygy1 1 2 ny ryg
Ž .and the initial vector f t follows the composite form of w withn n
Ž .coordinates w t , where b s 1, 2, . . . , n q n q ??? qn q n y r y g,b 1 2 nyryg
w .by considering w , w , . . . , w : t , ‘ “ R,n q1 n qn q2 n qn q ? ? ? qn qnyryg 01 1 2 1 2 ny ryg
arbitrary n , n , . . . , n -times integrable functions, respectively, over1 2 nyryg
w .t , ‘ with0
t t t .w t s ??? w s ds ??? w s ds w t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hn n q1 n q1 n q11 1 1 .t t t0 0 0^ ‘ _
n1
t t t . .
??? w s ds ??? w s ds w t . ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hn qn q2 n qn q2 n qn q21 2 1 2 1 2 . .t t t0 0 0^ ‘ _
n2
t t
??? w s ds ???Ž .H H n qn q ? ? ? qn qi1 2 i
t t0 0^ ‘ _
n i
t . .w s ds w t . ??? .Ž . Ž .H n qn q ? ? ? qn qi n qn q ? ? ? qn qi1 2 i 1 2 i . .t0
t t
??? w s ds ???Ž .H H n qn q ? ? ? qn qnyryg1 2 ny ryg
t t0 0^ ‘ _
nnyryg t
t
w s ds w tŽ . Ž .H n qn q ? ? ? qn qnyryg n qn q ? ? ? qn qnyryg1 2 ny ryg 1 2 ny ryg
t0
Ž . Žw x.and f t g C t y r, t such thatb 0 0
w t , t ) tŽ .n 0
w t [Ž .n ½ f t , t y r F t F t ,Ž .n 0 0
Ž .which follows the composite form of w and f with coordinates w t gn n b
Žw ..C t y r, ‘ for every b s 1, 2, . . . , n q n q ??? qn q n y r y g,0 1 2 nyryg
Ž .then w t satisfies the initial value problemn
L w t s l w t y r , t ) tŽ . Ž .˙n n n n 0
w t s f t , t y r F t F t .Ž . Ž .n n 0 0
3.10.5Ž .
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let r g N be a non-zero row minimal index of thej
pencil sF y G g Ls . Moreo¤er, let the corresponding typical initial ¤aluem , n
Ž .problem from 3.11 be
Lt w t s lt w t y r , t ) t , r ) 0Ž . Ž .˙r r r r 0j j j j
3.11.1Ž .
w t s f t , t y r F t F t ,Ž . Ž .r r 0 0j j
with index j taking a ¤alue between 1 and m y r y h.
Ž . w Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .xtIf w t [ w t w t ??? w t w t and˜ ˜ ˜ ˜r 1 2 r y1 rj j j
t˜ ˜ ˜ ˜f t [ f t f t ??? f t f t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r 1 2 r y1 rj j j
˜ Žw x.an initial function, are considered, where f g C t y r, t for e¤ery x sx 0 0
˜ Ž .1, 2, . . . , r , with f t s 0 for e¤ery x s 1, 2, . . . , r , then the functionj x 0 j
0 t g R r j , t ) t0
w t [Ž .r j ½ f t , t y r F t F t ,Ž .r 0 0j
Ž . w Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .xtwith w t [ w t w t ??? w t w t , satisfies˜ ˜ ˜ ˜r 1 2 r y1 rj j j
Lt w t s lt w t y r , t ) tŽ . Ž .˙r r r r 0j j j j
3.11.2Ž .
w t s f t , t y r F t F t .Ž . Ž .r r 0 0j j
Proof. By the definition of Lt and lt , it follows that the systemr rj j
Ž .3.11.2 may be written in the form
w˙ t w t y rŽ . Ž .˜ ˜1 1tI 0. .r j . . .. .. . . s ,. .It r j0 w t y rŽ .˙ ˜w tŽ . r˜ jr j
which is equivalent to
˙ 0w tŽ .˜1
. w t y rŽ .˜1.. .s , 3.11.3Ž ...w˙ tŽ .r˜ j w t y rŽ .r˜ j0
Ž .whereby we have that w t s 0, t G t . The result follows by the assump-r 0j
Ž .tion on the initial value function f t .r j
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Remark 3.3. Since the index j runs through all values from 1 up to
Ž . Ž .m y r y h, the subsystem 3.11 of 3.3 considered for the solution with
Ž . Ž .initial condition w t s f t , t y r F t F t , has the extended formr r 0 0
Ž .3.11.1 for every 1 F j F m y r y h. From the proof of Proposition 3.3 for
a specific value of j and following thinking similar to Remark 3.2 we come
to the following result.
Let r , r , . . . , r g N be all non-zero row minimal indices of the1 2 myryh
pencil sF y G g Ls and the corresponding initial value problemm , n
Lt w t s lt w t y r , t ) tŽ . Ž .˙r r r r 0
3.11.4Ž .
w t s f t , t y r F t F t .Ž . Ž .r r 0 0
If
. . .w t s w t ??? w t . w t ??? w t . ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜r 1 r r q1 r qr1 1 1 2. . .
. .w t ??? w t . ??? .Ž . Ž .˜ ˜r qr q ? ? ? qr q1 r qr q ? ? ? qr1 2 jy1 1 2 j . .
t
w t ??? w tŽ . Ž .˜ ˜r qw q ? ? ? qr q1 r qr q ? ? ? qr1 2 my ryhy1 1 2 my ryh
Ž .and the initial vector f t follows the composite form of w withr r
Ž . Žw x.coordinates w t g C t y r, t , for every g s 1, 2, . . . , r q rg˜ 0 0 1 2
Ž .q ??? qr , by considering w t s 0 for every g s 1, 2, . . . , r q r˜my ryh g 0 1 2
q ??? qr , then the functionmy ryh
0 t g R r1qr 2q ? ? ? qr my ryh , t ) t0
w t [Ž .r ½ f t , t y r F t F tŽ .r 0 0
with
. . .w t s w t ??? w t . w t ??? w t . ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜r 1 r r q1 r qr1 1 1 2. . .
. .w t ??? w t . ??? .Ž . Ž .˜ ˜r qr q ? ? ? qr q1 r qr q ? ? ? qr1 2 jy1 1 2 j . .
t
w t ??? w tŽ . Ž .˜ ˜r qr q ? ? ? qr q1 r qr q ? ? ? qr1 2 my ryhy1 1 2 my ryh
satisfies the initial value problem
Lt w t s lt w t y r , t ) tŽ . Ž .˙r r r r 0
3.11.5Ž .
w t s f t , t y r F t F t .Ž . Ž .r r 0 0
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PROPOSITION 3.4. The initial ¤alue problem
w t s J w t y r , t ) t , r ) 0Ž . Ž .˙t t t 0
3.12.1Ž .
w t s f t , t y r F t F t ,Ž . Ž .t t 0 0
Ž .where f t is an initial function with each coordinate belonging to the sett
Žw x.C t y r, t , has a unique solution.0 0
Ž wThe proof may be treated by the known classical methods cf. 1, 3, 4, 8,
x12, Sect. 2 .
PROPOSITION 3.5. The initial ¤alue problem
H w t s w t y r , t ) t , r ) 0Ž . Ž .˙q q q 0
3.13.1Ž .
w t s 0, t y r F t F tŽ .q 0 0
has only the tri¤ial solution.
w xThe proof may also be found in 12, Sect. 2 .
From the propositions mentioned above we can state the following.
THEOREM 3.2. The initial ¤alue problem for the homogeneous generalized
linear singular delay system of the form
F x t s Gx t y r , t ) t , r ) 0Ž . Ž .˙ 0
3.16Ž .
x t s f t , t y r F t F tŽ . Ž . 0 0
Žw .. 1Žw ..is sol¤able in C t y r, ‘ l C t , ‘ pro¤ided that the initial function0 0
Ž . Žw x.f t has all its coordinates belonging to the set C t y r, t and has the0 0
Ž . w t Ž . t Ž . t Ž . t Ž .xt Ž .form f t s f t f t f t f t , t y r F t F t where f t g1 2 3 4 0 0 1
n1qn 2q ? ? ? qn ny rygqnyr Ž . r1qr 2q ? ? ? qr my ryh Ž . Ž .R , f t g R with f t s 0, f t2 2 0 3
t Ž . q Ž .g R and f t g R with f t s 0.4 4 0
As far as uniqueness is concerned, we can state the following theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. The initial ¤alue problem 3.16 has a unique solution if
and only if the right nullspace of sF y G is tri¤ial, i.e., when the corresponding
Ž .pencil of 3.16 has no non-zero column minimal indices.
The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.2.
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